
Term Unit Date Topic Lesson Learning Objective

07/09/2023 Greetings and introductions Greetings around the globe
To greet and introduce themselves using fundamental greetings 
and names while practicing the use of question words (qué, 
cómo).

14/09/2023 Colours and preferences Colourful connections
To discuss their favourite colours and use basic preferences in 
sentences using the present tense of common verbs (gustar, 
preferir).

21/09/2023 Expressing emotions and feelings My emotional day
To express basic emotions and talk about their daily activities 
using adjectives to describe feelings.

28/09/2023 European language day LinguaFest - celebrating 
language diversity

To understand basic phrases in different languages and 
appreciate cultural diversity.

05/10/2023 Countries and nationalities
Global connections: passport to 

diversity

To ask and answer questions about countries and nationalities 
using question words (dónde, cuál) and learning the structure of 
basic sentences.

12/10/2023 Numbers and food preferences Let's count and share
To count to 30 and talk about their favorite foods and use 
quantifiers (algunos/algunas, muchos/muchas)

19/10/2023 Review and assessment
"¡Soy un experto!" - Unit review 

and assessment
To recap all topics 

02/11/2023 Day of the Dead and family members
Familia fiesta for the day of the 

dead

To introduce family members and talk about the cultural 
significance of the Day of the Dead and incorporating related 
vocabulary.

09/11/2023 Family and personal information My family and I
To describe family members physically using possessive 
adjectives (mi, su).

16/11/2023 Family members and possessions Family puzzle party
To identify and describe family members, use the verb "tener" to 
talk about possessions
To understand the concordance between adjectives and nouns.

23/11/2023 Body parts and physical descriptions Parts of the puzzle
To identify and describe body parts, use adjectives to describe 
physical features, and practice the verb "llevar."

30/11/2023 Family relationships and descriptions
The enchanted family tree

To discuss family relationships, describe family members, and 
reinforce the use of "ser" and "tener" in sentences.

07/12/2023 Christmas and Hispanic Traditions Festive family traditions
To identify Christmas and Hispanic holiday traditions using 
vocabulary related to celebrations and family.

14/12/2023 Review and assessment
"¡Soy un experto!" - Unit review 

and assessment
To recap all topics 

11/01/2024 Expressing likes and dislikes Leo's New Year Resolutions
To express likes and dislikes using the verbs "querer" and 
"gustar," using vocabulary related to clothing.

18/01/2024 Describing clothes and fitting Leo's Fabulous Wardrobe
To describe clothing items and talk about how they fit using the 
verb "quedar."

25/01/2024 Weather and seasons Leo's weather forecast
To discuss weather conditions and seasons using basic 
vocabulary and the impersonal verbs "hace," "nieva," "llueve."

01/08/2024
Clothing and accessories for different 

seasons
Leo's seasons style guide

To describe clothing and accessories suitable for different 
seasons and weather conditions.

08/02/2024 Cultural celebrations and customs
Leo's Lunar New Year 

Adventure

To discuss cultural celebrations like the Chinese New Year and 
compare them to their own traditions, incorporating clothing and 
season vocabulary.

22/02/2024 Telling time and daily routine Time to party prep!
To express the time and discuss their daily routine using 
vocabulary related to parts of the day and regular actions.

29/02/2024 Expressing actions and activities Party games galore To talk about different games and activities they do, using the 
verb "hacer" in the present tense.

07/03/2024 Talking about current actions Super moms' surprise To talk about actions happening at the moment using the 
present continuous tense, and relate it to Mother's Day activities.

14/03/2024 Expressing direction and movement The grand party announcement
To give and follow directions using verbs like "ir a" and "al," and 
announce party plans.

21/03/2024 Talking About time and actions The Midnight Balloon Fiesta To express specific times using "¿qué hora es?" and "¿A qué 
hora es…?" while discussing a midnight balloon fiesta.

28/03/2024 Spanish easter traditions Egg-citing Easter Traditions
To understand Easter traditions in Spain, incorporating 
vocabulary related to parties and celebrations.

18/04/2024
Describing a neighborhood and 
environmental awareness

Leo's eco-friendly quest
To describe a neighborhood, discuss environmental topics, and 
use vocabulary related to Earth Day and recycling.

25/04/2024
Asking for permission and giving directions

Leo's permission parade
To ask for and give permission, as well as practice asking for 
directions using vocabulary related to establishments and places 
in the neighborhood.

02/05/2024
Asking for and giving directions

Finding Leo's way home
To ask for and give directions, incorporating prepositions of 
place and practicing numbers from 31 to 100.

09/05/2024 Talking about road safety and signs
Safety superstars in Leo's 

neighborhood
To identify safety signs, and use vocabulary related to safety and 
numbers.

16/05/2024 Narrating events and situating in space Leo's neighborhood stories
To use vocabulary related to Leo's neighborhood to talk about 
events, discuss stories, and practice using the verb "estar" with 
prepositions of place.

23/05/2024 Recap unit concepts and vocabulary
Leo's grand neighborhood 

challenge
To consolidate their understanding of the unit's topics by 
engaging in a fun and interactive neighborhood challenge.

06/06/2024 Describing means of transportation and 
environmental awareness

Eco-explorer plans for the 
environment

To describe different means of transportation, express 
intentions, and discuss plans related to the environment, 
incorporating vocabulary about transportation and geography.

13/06/2024
Describing and comparing transportation 
methods

Journey through transport town
To describe and compare different transportation methods using 
basic comparative adjectives, practicing vocabulary related to 
city and countryside transportation.

20/06/2024
Expressing intentions and plans for parent's 
day

Parent's day travel surprises
To express intentions and discuss plans for Parent's Day using 
vocabulary related to family and activities, incorporating the 
expression "ir a + infinitive."

27/06/2024
Wrapping up the Course and making future 
plans

Farewell fiesta and fantastic 
future plans

To describe their plans for the future, and incorporate vocabulary 
related to Pride Month and Spanish traditions.
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